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Abstract

Semantic segmentation is a fundamental task in visual

scene understanding. We focus on the supervised set-

ting, where ground-truth semantic annotations are avail-

able. Based on knowledge about the high regularity of real-

world scenes, we propose a method for improving class pre-

dictions by learning to selectively exploit information from

neighboring pixels. In particular, our method is based on

the prior that for each pixel, there is a seed pixel in its close

neighborhood sharing the same prediction with the former.

Motivated by this prior, we design a novel two-head net-

work, named Offset Vector Network (OVeNet), which gen-

erates both standard semantic predictions and a dense 2D

offset vector field indicating the offset from each pixel to

the respective seed pixel, which is used to compute an al-

ternative, seed-based semantic prediction. The two predic-

tions are adaptively fused at each pixel using a learnt dense

confidence map for the predicted offset vector field. We

supervise offset vectors indirectly via optimizing the seed-

based prediction and via a novel loss on the confidence

map. Compared to the baseline state-of-the-art architec-

tures HRNet and HRNet+OCR on which OVeNet is built,

the latter achieves significant performance gains on three

prominent benchmarks for semantic segmentation, namely

Cityscapes, ACDC and ADE20K. Code is available at

https://github.com/stamatisalex/OVeNet.

1. Introduction

Semantic segmentation is one of the most central tasks

in computer vision. In particular, it is the task of assign-

ing a class to every pixel in a given image. It has lots

of applications in a variety of fields, such as autonomous

driving [9,30], robotics [3,65], and medical image process-

ing [1, 57], where pixel-level labeling is critical.

The adoption of convolutional neural networks (CNNs)

[47] for semantic image segmentation has led to a tremen-

dous improvement in performance on challenging, large-
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Figure 1. The semantic content of real-world scenes has a high

degree of regularity. We propose a semantic segmentation method

which can exploit this regularity, by learning to selectively lever-

age information from neighboring seed pixels. Our proposed Off-

set Vector Network (OVeNet) can improve upon state-of-the-art ar-

chitectures [68] by estimating the offset vectors to such seed pixels

and using them to refine semantic predictions.

scale datasets, such as Cityscapes [21], MS COCO [42] and

ACDC [58]. Most of the related works [14, 17, 51, 68, 76]

focus primarily on architectural modifications of the em-

ployed networks in order to better combine global context

aggregation and local detail preservation, and use a simple

loss that is computed on individual pixels. The design of

more sophisticated losses [32, 49, 77] that take into account

the structure which is present in semantic labelings has re-

ceived significantly less attention. Many supervised tech-

niques utilize a pixel-level loss function that handles pre-

dictions for individual pixels independently of each other.

By doing so, they ignore the high regularity of real-world

scenes, which can eventually profit the final model’s per-

formance by leveraging information from adjacent pixels.



Thus, these methods misclassify several pixels, primarily

near semantic boundaries, which leads to major losses in

performance.

Based on knowledge about the high regularity of real

scenes, we propose a method for improving class predic-

tions by learning to selectively exploit information from

neighboring pixels. In particular, the general nature of this

idea is applicable on SOTA models like HRNet [68] or HR-

Net + OCR [77] and can extend these models by adding a

second head to them capable of achieving this goal.

The architecture of our Offset Vector Network (OVeNet)

is shown in Fig. 2. In particular, following the base architec-

ture of the backbone model (e.g HRNet or HRNet + OCR),

the first head of our network outputs the initial pixel-level

semantic predictions. In general, two pixels p and q that

belong to the same category share the same semantic out-

come. If the pixels belong to the same class, using the label

of q for estimating class at the position of p results in a

correct prediction.

We leverage this property by learning to identify seed

pixels which belong to the same class as the examined pixel,

whenever such pixels exist, in order to selectively use the

prediction at the former for improving the prediction at the

latter. This idea is motivated by a prior which states for ev-

ery pixel p associated with a 2D semantically segmented

image, there exists a seed pixel q in the neighborhood of

p which shares the same prediction with the former. In or-

der to predict classes with this scheme, we need to find the

regions where the prior is valid. Furthermore, in order to

point out the seed pixels in these regions, we must predict

the offset vector o(p) = q− p for each pixel p.

As a result, we design a second head that generates a

dense offset vector field and a confidence map. The pre-

dicted offsets are used to resample the class predictions

from the first head and generate a second class prediction.

The outcomes from the two heads are fused adaptively us-

ing the learnt confidence map as fusion weights, in order

to down-weigh the offset-based prediction and rely primar-

ily on the basic class prediction in regions where the prior

is not valid. Thanks to using seed pixels for prediction,

our network classifies several pixels with incorrect initial

predictions, e.g., boundary pixels, to the correct classes.

Thus, it improves the shape as well as the form of the cor-

responding segments, leading to more realistic results. Last

but not least, we propose a confidence loss which super-

vises the confidence map explicitly and further improves

performance. An illustrative example of this concept is de-

picted in Fig. 1, where OVeNet outperforms the baseline

HRNet [68] model, since it enlarges correctly the road and

the car segment (red and yellow frame correspondingly) and

reduces the total number of misclassified pixels.

We evaluate our method extensively on 3 primary

datasets, each serving a specific purpose. For semantic

segmentation in driving scenes, we focus on two bench-

marks: Cityscapes [21] and ACDC [58]. Additionally, we

broaden our evaluation by incorporating the ADE20K [86,

87] dataset, which covers a diverse range of images span-

ning various indoor and outdoor scenes. We imple-

ment our offset vector branch both on HRNet [68] and

HRNet+OCR [78]. Our approach significantly improves

the initial models’ output predictions by achieving better

mean and per-class results. We conduct a thorough qualita-

tive and quantitative experimental comparison to show the

clear advantages of our method over previous SOTA tech-

niques.

2. Related Work

Semantic segmentation architectures. Fully convolu-

tional networks [59, 60] were the first models that re-

architected and fine-tuned classification networks to direct

dense prediction of semantic segmentation. They gen-

erated low-resolution representations by eliminating the

fully-connected layers from a classification network (e.g

AlexNet [34], VGGNet [62] or GoogleNet [63]) and then

estimating coarse segmentation maps from those represen-

tations. To create medium-resolution representations [13±

15, 36, 76], fully convolutional networks were expanded

using dilated/atrous convolutions, which replaced a few

strided convolutions and their associated ones. Following,

in order to restore high-resolution representations from low-

resolution representations an upsample process was used.

This process involved a subnetwork that was symmetric to

the downsample process (e.g VGGNet [62]), and included

skipping connections between mirrored layers to transform

the pooling indices (e.g. DeconvNet [51]). Other methods

include duplicating feature maps, which is used in architec-

tures like U-Net [57] and Hourglass [8,20,22,31,50,64,73,

75] or encoder-decoder architectures [2,55]. Lastly, the pro-

cess of asymmetric upsampling [7, 18, 29, 41, 54, 66, 71, 81]

has also been extensively researched.

The models’ representations were then enhanced to in-

clude multi-scale contextual information [10, 11, 82]. PSP-

Net [83] utilized regular convolutions on pyramid pooling

representations to capture context at multiple scales, while

the DeepLab series [14, 15] used parallel dilated convolu-

tions with different dilation rates to capture context from

different scales. Recent research [26, 35, 74] proposed ex-

tensions, such as DenseASPP [74], which increased the

density of dilated rates to cover larger scale ranges, or

HS3 [5], which supervised intermediate layers in a seg-

mentation network to learn meaningful representations by

varying task complexity. Other studies [17, 25, 38] used

encoder-decoder structures to exploit the multi-resolution

features as the multi-scale context. Here belongs the HRNet

[68], the baseline model of our method. HRNet connects

high-to-low convolution streams in parallel. It ensures that



high-resolution representations are maintained throughout

the entire process and creates dependable high-resolution

representations with accurate positional information by re-

peatedly merging the representations from various resolu-

tion streams. Applying additionally the OCR [77] method,

HRNet + OCR is one of the leading models in the task of

semantic segmentation.

Lately, transformers have been successful in computer

vision tasks demonstrating their effectiveness. ViT [23] was

the first attempt to use the vanilla transformer architecture

[67] for image classification without extensive modifica-

tion. Unlike later methods, such as PVT [69] and Swin [46],

that incorporated vision-specific inductive biases into their

architectures, the plain ViT suffers inferior performance on

dense predictions due to weak prior assumptions. To tackle

this problem, the ViT-Adapter [19] was introduced, which

allowed plain ViT to achieve comparable performance to

vision-specific transformers and achieves the SOTA perfor-

mance on this task.

Semantic segmentation loss functions. Image segmenta-

tion has highly correlated outputs among the pixels. Con-

verting pixel labeling problem into an independent prob-

lem can lead to problems such as producing results that

are spatially inconsistent and have unwanted artifacts, mak-

ing pixel-level classification unnecessarily challenging. To

solve this problem, several techniques [16, 33, 45, 85] have

been developed, such as integrating structural information

into segmentation. For instance, Chen et al. [14] utilized

denseCRF [33] for refining the final segmentation result.

Following, Zheng et al. [85] and Liu et al. [45] made the

CRF module differentiable within the deep neural network.

Other methods that have been used to encode structures in-

clude pairwise low-level image cues like grouping affinity

(e.g. SPNs [44], Affinity CNNs [48]) and contour cues

[4, 12]. InverseForm [6] is another boundary-aware loss

term using an inverse-transformation network, which effi-

ciently learns the degree of parametric transformations be-

tween estimated and target boundaries. GANs [56] are an

alternative for imposing structural regularity in the neural

network output. However, these methods may not work

well in cases where there are changes in visual appearance

or may require expensive iterative inference procedures.

Thus, Ke et. al. [32] introduced AAFs, which are easier

to train than GANs and more efficient than CRF without

run-time inference. There has been also proposed another

loss function [49] suitable for in real time applications that

pulls the spatial embeddings of pixels belonging to the same

instance together.

Offset Vector-Based methods are essential for image anal-

ysis tasks that involve adjacent pixels. In particular, they

can effectively exploit the information contained in neigh-

bouring pixels, handle image distortions and noise, and im-

prove the accuracy of various image analysis tasks. They

can be used in applications such as depth estimation [52,53]

or semantic segmentation [49,79]. Non-local SPNs [52] en-

hance depth completion by iteratively refining initial depth

predictions using non-local neighbors. Based on knowledge

about the high regularity of real 3D scenes, P3Depth [53]

is another method used for 3D depth estimation that learns

to selectively leverage information from coplanar pixels to

improve the predicted depth. In semantic segmentation,

SegFix [79] is a model-agnostic post-processing scheme

that improved the boundary quality for the segmentation

result. Motivated by the empirical observation that the la-

bel predictions of interior pixels are more reliable, SegFix

replaced the originally unreliable predictions of boundary

pixels by the predictions of interior pixels. OVeNet pro-

vides another perspective to use offset vectors and structure

modeling by matching the relations between neighbouring

pixels in the label space. Although our approach is inspired

by the P3Depth idea, we focus on a different task in the

2D world which is semantic segmentation. Moreover, the

key difference between our method and SegFix is the tim-

ing of when they are applied. Essentially, OVeNet integrates

the offset vector learning process into the model training,

while SegFix applies the offset correction as a separate post-

processing step.

3. Method

In this section, we will analyze our method shown in Fig.

2. Firstly, in Sec. 3.1 we give some basic notation and ter-

minology of semantic segmentation. As we mentioned be-

fore in Sec. 1, our network estimates semantic labels by

selectively combining information from each pixel and its

corresponding seed pixel. The intuition and the advantages

of using seed pixels to improve the initial prediction of a

model are described analytically in Sec. 3.2. Lastly, in Sec.

3.3 we introduce an additional confidence loss, which fur-

ther enhances our method.

3.1. Terminology

Semantic segmentation requires learning a dense map-

ping fθ : I(u, v) → S(u, v) where I is the input image with

spatial dimensions H × W , S is the corresponding output

prediction map of the same resolution, (u, v) are pixel co-

ordinates in the image space and θ are the parameters of the

mapping f . In supervised semantic segmentation, a ground-

truth semantically segmented map H is available for each

image during training. The aim is to optimize the function

parameters θ such that the predicted output map is as close

as possible to the ground-truth map across the entire train-

ing set T . This can be achieved by minimizing the differ-

ence between the predicted and ground-truth images:

min
θ

∑

(I,H)ϵT

L(fθ(I), H) (1)
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Map

<latexit sha1_base64="ad7OXQOh6zzUHLTK1DcgWTv8J6w=">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</latexit>

Semantic
<latexit sha1_base64="nBr1EiAmT1HWz7IUyuM7ettaxUc=">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</latexit>

Logits (C)

<latexit sha1_base64="+hEHYuxn+iVvW+TJyeVCdiHNw9k=">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</latexit>

Offset
<latexit sha1_base64="Ur8YiFFHPa14pI7XZUAWN1BMkmc=">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</latexit>

Vectors
<latexit sha1_base64="5pRGdNVzl/xtFs0UwDnhU3MkZ3k=">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</latexit>

(o)

<latexit sha1_base64="e+BNpj3sm7IrvX/eElu4nW8ylI4=">AAACz3icjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVZdugkVwISWRoi4Lbly4aME+oC2SpNM6NE3CZKKWUnHrD7jVvxL/QP/CO2MKahGdkOTMufecmXuvG/k8lpb1mjHm5hcWl7LLuZXVtfWN/OZWPQ4T4bGaF/qhaLpOzHwesJrk0mfNSDBn6Pqs4Q5OVbxxzUTMw+BCjiLWGTr9gPe450ii2m3JbuX4POxzObnMF6yipZc5C+wUFJCuSph/QRtdhPCQYAiGAJKwDwcxPS3YsBAR18GYOEGI6zjDBDnSJpTFKMMhdkDfPu1aKRvQXnnGWu3RKT69gpQm9kgTUp4grE4zdTzRzor9zXusPdXdRvR3U68hsRJXxP6lm2b+V6dqkejhRNfAqaZIM6o6L3VJdFfUzc0vVUlyiIhTuEtxQdjTymmfTa2Jde2qt46Ov+lMxaq9l+YmeFe3pAHbP8c5C+qHRfuoWKqWCuWDdNRZ7GAX+zTPY5Rxhgpq5B3hEU94NqrGjXFn3H+mGplUs41vy3j4AB9nlH4=</latexit>

Logit
<latexit sha1_base64="t2zY0dCLaLfpdDzrGXdCWu9sAP0=">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</latexit>

Resampling

<latexit sha1_base64="B6nSgqp7WlYRRJFuGPfLsbOYgvU=">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</latexit>

Adaptive
<latexit sha1_base64="N/RlkZ4RqHonSr7JcPHzX2WEq8U=">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</latexit>

Fusion

<latexit sha1_base64="nC71ZbYVbVgKzqYGZYuWWRbFgxs=">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</latexit>

Color
<latexit sha1_base64="WHU+WqejEWzJ0d/n9gNm6/uFUUM=">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</latexit>

Coding

<latexit sha1_base64="R0qTEXvmzcwvIJEvr7+qAdsL9EY=">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</latexit>

(F )

<latexit sha1_base64="EneHuhnbz0BqotnbZlgidJvKZJ4=">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</latexit>

Si

<latexit sha1_base64="DXuRtiUq5UFm0F3LCMApo6M/J8M=">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</latexit>

(h)

<latexit sha1_base64="DXuRtiUq5UFm0F3LCMApo6M/J8M=">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</latexit>

(h)

<latexit sha1_base64="j7zmKSgkWTgj9C+84bp4LhMJdTo=">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</latexit>

Sf

<latexit sha1_base64="m+VWQq40QeLaLCVyYyFqZNcFTW8=">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</latexit>

H

<latexit sha1_base64="l8qv5OBK83aqhcODkGkqkR2WX8U=">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</latexit>

L(Si, H)

<latexit sha1_base64="pC00bGhzfXsoi0iJShd2rzm0IDI=">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</latexit>

L(Ss, H)

<latexit sha1_base64="tVzuPyCNTmmK4vagDzy+nXODnww=">AAAC8XicjVHLSsNAFD3Gd31VXboJFkGhlFREXQpuuuhC0baClTKZTmswLyYTRUJ/wp07cesPuNWfEP9A/8I7YwQfiE5Icubce87MvdeNfS9RjvM8ZA2PjI6NT0wWpqZnZueK8wvNJEolFw0e+ZE8clkifC8UDeUpXxzFUrDA9UXLPdvV8da5kIkXhYfqMhYnAeuHXs/jTBHVKZbbobjgURCwsJu166wvB1k7YOqUMz+rDwYFw60edHrl2lqnWHIqjln2T1DNQQn52ouKT2ijiwgcKQIIhFCEfTAk9ByjCgcxcSfIiJOEPBMXGKBA2pSyBGUwYs/o26fdcc6GtNeeiVFzOsWnV5LSxgppIsqThPVptomnxlmzv3lnxlPf7ZL+bu4VEKtwSuxfuo/M/+p0LQo9bJsaPKopNoyujucuqemKvrn9qSpFDjFxGncpLglzo/zos200iald95aZ+IvJ1Kze8zw3xau+JQ24+n2cP0FzvVLdrGzsb5R2yvmoJ7CEZazSPLewgxr20CDvK9zjAY9WYl1bN9bte6o1lGsW8WVZd28rOqFx</latexit>

L(Sf , H)

<latexit sha1_base64="Dg16pinDkhODnKY+T8/rAUHQlO8=">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</latexit>

Ss

Figure 2. Overview of OVeNet. OVeNet is a two-headed network. The first head outputs semantic logits (C), while the second head

outputs a dense offset vector field (o) identifying positions of seed pixels along with a confidence map (F ). The logits are passed through a

softmax function and output the initial class prediction (Si) of the model. Then, the offset vectors are used to resample the logits from the

first head and generate a second class prediction (Ss). The two predictions are adaptively fused using the confidence map resulting in the

final prediction Sf . For the visualization of the offset vectors we use the optical flow color coding from [28]. Smaller vectors are lighter

and color represents the direction.

where L is a loss function that penalizes variations between

the prediction and the ground truth.

3.2. Seed Pixel Identification

Let us assume we have one pixel p which belongs to

segment of a semantically segmented image. By definition,

every other pixel on this segment has the same class value.

Thus, ideally, in order to get all of the class values accurate,

the network only has to predict the class at one of these

pixels, q. This pixel can be interpreted as the seed pixel

that describes the segment-class. Finally, we let the network

find this seed pixel and the corresponding region.

Let us define a prior which is a relaxed version of the

previous idea.

Definition 1 For every pixel p associated with a 2D seman-

tically segmented image, there exists a seed pixel q in the

neighborhood of p which shares the same prediction with

the former.

In general, there may be numerous seed pixels for p or

none at all. Given that the Definition 1 holds, semantic seg-

mentation task for p can be solved by identifying q. For

this reason, we let our network predict the offset vector

o(p) = q−p. Thus, we design our model so that it features

a second, offset head and let this offset head predict a dense

offset vector field o(u, v). The two heads of the network

share a common main body and then they follow different

paths. We resample the initial logits C, being predicted by

the first head, using the estimated offset vector field via:

Cs(p) = C(p+ o(p)) (2)

To manage fractional offsets, bilinear interpolation is used.

The resampled logits are then used to compute a second se-

mantic segmentation prediction:

Ss(u, v) = h(Cs(u, v), u, v)

=⇒ Ss(p) = Si(p+ o(p)) (3)

based on the seed locations. In our experiment, h =
softmax.

Due to the fact that the prior is not always correct, the

initial semantic prediction Si may be preferred to the seed-

based prediction Ss. To account for such cases, the sec-

ond head additionally predicts a confidence map F (u, v) ∈
[0, 1], which represents the model’s confidence in adopting

the predicted seed pixels for semantic segmentation via Ss.

By adaptively fusing Si and Ss, the confidence map is used

to compute the final prediction:

Sf (p) = (1− F (p))Si(p) + F (p)Ss(p) (4)



We apply supervision to each of Sf , Ss, and Si in our

model, by optimizing the following loss:

Lsemantic = L(Sf , H) + κL(Ss, H) + λL(Si, H) (5)

with κ and λ being hyperparameters and H denoting the GT

train ids of each class for each pixel. In this way, we encour-

age the initial model’s head to output an accurate represen-

tation across all pixels, even when they have a high confi-

dence value, and the offset vector head to learn high confi-

dence values for pixels for which Definition 1 holds and low

confidence values for pixels for which the prior does not.

Nonetheless, there is a downside to this approach. Since

the model is not supervised directly on the offsets, it has

the potential to predict zero offsets across the board. This

implies Ss and Sf predictions equivalent to Si. Since the

initial predictions Si are erroneously smoothed around se-

mantic boundaries due to the regularity of the mapping fθ
in the case of neural networks, this undesirable behavior

is avoided in practice. We opt for predicting non-zero off-

sets that point away from the boundary. Such a non-zero

offset utilizes a seed pixel for Ss located further from the

border and diminishes inaccuracies stemming from smooth-

ing. Furthermore, these non-zero offsets extend from the

boundaries into the inner sections of regions with smooth

segments, aiding the network in forecasting non-trivial off-

sets, thanks to the regularity of the mapping that forms the

offset vector field. Thus, pixels on either side of the bound-

ary have a lower Lsemantic value.

3.3. Confidence-Based Loss

Our confidence loss is based on the concept that given

a pixel coordinate, its surrounding pixels should be in the

same segment. For each pixel p, we define the confidence

loss as follows:

Lf (p) = −✶H(p)=H(p+o(p)) logF (p)

− ✶H(p) ̸=H(p+o(p)) log(1− F (p)) (6)

This idea is motivated by the fact that the confidence

value should be large for pixels whose offset vector points

to seed pixels with the same class. Similarly, the confidence

value should be small for pixels whose offset vector points

to seed pixels with a different class.

To sum up, the complete loss is:

Lfinal = Lsemantic + Lf (7)

4. Experiments

To evaluate the proposed method, we carry out com-

prehensive experiments on the Cityscapes, ACDC and

ADE20K datasets. Experimental results demonstrate that

our method, compared to the baseline state-of-the-art archi-

tectures HRNet [68] and HRNet + OCR [78] on which it

is built, achieved higher performance, outperforming these

baselines. In the following, we first introduce the datasets,

evaluation metrics and implementation details in Sec. 4.1.

We then compare our method to SOTA approaches in Sec.

4.2. Finally, we perform a series of ablation experiments on

Cityscapes in Sec. 4.3.

4.1. Experimental Setup

In this section, we present the Cityscapes, ACDC and

ADE20K datasets, which are used to evaluate our approach.

Evaluation on these datasets is performed using standard

semantic segmentation metrics explained below.

Cityscapes [21] is a challenging urban scene understanding

dataset. There are 30 classes from which only 19 classes

are used for parsing evaluation. Around 5000 high qual-

ity pixel-level finely annotated images and 20000 coarsely

annotated images make up the collection. The finely anno-

tated 5000 images are divided into 2975, 500, 1525 images

for training, validation and testing respectively.

ACDC [58] is a demanding dataset, used for training and

testing semantic segmentation methods on adverse visual

conditions. There are 4006 images divided evenly between

four frequent unfavorable conditions: fog, dark, rain, and

snow and 19 semantic classes, coinciding exactly with the

evaluation classes of the Cityscapes dataset. It includes

1600 training and 406 validation images with public anno-

tations and 2000 test images with annotations withheld for

benchmarking purposes.

ADE20K [86] is a challenging scene parsing dataset which

covers a diverse range of images depicting various indoor

and outdoor scenes. It consists of 20210 images as the train-

ing set and 2000 images as the validation set. There are

totally 150 semantic classes, including categories like sky,

road, grass and discrete objects like person, car, bed.

Evaluation Metrics. The mean of class-wise intersection

over union (mIoU) is adopted as the evaluation metric. In

addition to the mean of class-wise intersection over union

(mIoU), we report other three scores on the test set: IoU

category (cat.), iIoU class (cla.) and iIoU category (cat.)

Implementation Details. Our network consists of two

heads. The first head outputs 19 channels, one for each

class. The second head outputs three channels: one for

each coordinate of the offset vectors and one for confi-

dence. These two heads follow the structure of HRNet.

Both OVeNet and the baseline HRNet are initialized with

pre-trained ImageNet [34] weights. This initialization is

important to achieve competitive results as in [68]. Fol-

lowing the same training protocol as in [68], the data are

augmented by random cropping (from 1024 × 2048 to 512

× 1024 in Cityscapes and from 1080 x 1920 to 540 x 960

in ACDC), random scaling in the range of [0.5, 2], and ran-



dom horizontal flipping.We use the SGD optimizer with a

base learning rate of 0.01, a momentum of 0.9 and a weight

decay of 0.0005. The number of epochs used for training

is 484. For lowering the learning rate, a poly learning rate

policy with a power of 0.9 is applied. The offset vectors are

restricted via a tanh layer to have a maximum length of τ

in normalized image coordinates. After an ablation study

shown in Sec. 4.3, we set τ , λ and µ to 0.5 by default and

branching is applied at the last (4th) stage of HRNet. The

confidence map is predicted through a sigmoid layer. For

Si, Ss and Sf predictions, Ohem Cross Entropy Loss [61]

is used. We first experimented with predicting Si, Ss and Sf

directly, but this led to inferior results. On the other hand,

our final model for which we report performance in the pa-

per outputs the Si, Ss, Sf logits. In addition, the confidence

based loss is applied using the final semantic prediction Sf .

4.2. Comparison with the State of the Art

Cityscapes. The results on Cityscapes are shown below.

We achieve better results on Cityscapes than both the ini-

tial HRNet and HRNet + OCR model under similar train-

ing time, outperforming prior SOTA methods based on HR-

Net backbones. Table 1 compares our method with SOTA

methods on the Cityscapes test set. All the results are with

six scales and flipping. Two cases w/o using coarse data

are evaluated: one is about the model learned on the train

set, and the other on the train + val set. Our offset vector

model excels in both cases with performance gains of 1.4%
in mIoU, 2.4% in iIoU cat. 0.4% in IoU cat. and 1.4%
in iIoU cat. over the HRNet model learned only on train

set and a gain of 0.5% in mIoU over the HRNet + OCR

model learned on both train + val set. The OVeNet model

which is built on HRNet and trained on the training set out-

performs the HRNet baseline model which is trained on the

training + val set. Table 2 thorougly compares our approach

with HRNet’s per-class results. Our method achieves better

results in the majority of classes. Our offset vector-based

model learns an implicit representation of different objects

which can benefit the overall semantic segmentation esti-

mation capability of the network. Regarding val set results,

HRNet achieves 81.8% mIoU while OVeNet built on it sur-

passes it reaching 82.4% mIoU .

Qualitative results on Cityscapes support the above find-

ings, as shown in Fig. 3. To be more specific, from left

to right, we depict the RBG input image, GT image, CC-

Net’s [27], DANet’s [24], HRNet’s [78] and our model’s

prediction. Specifically, our model demonstrates successful

classification of incorrectly predicted pixels (identified by a

red and a blue frame) in the first example. In the second

example, OVeNet exhibits superior performance compared

to previous models, as it accurately expands the sidewalk

and the pole depicted in the blue and yellow frames, respec-

tively. Furthermore, not only does it successfully eliminate

Table 1. Semantic segmentation results on Cityscapes test set..

We compare our method against SOTA methods as in [68].D-

ResNet-101 = Dilated-ResNet-101. By default, OVeNet is built

on HRNet, unless stated otherwise.

backbone mIoU iIoU cla. IoU cat. iIoU cat.

Model learned on the train set

PSPNet [82] D-ResNet-101 78.4 56.7 90.6 78.6
PSANet [84] D-ResNet-101 78.6 - - -

HRNet [68] HRNetV2-W48 80.4 59.2 91.5 80.8

OVeNet HRNetV2-W48 81.8 61.6 91.9 82.2

Model learned on the train+val set

DeepLab [10] D-ResNet-101 70.4 42.6 86.4 67.7
RefineNet [40] ResNet-101 73.6 47.2 87.9 70.6
DSSPN [37] D-ResNet-101 76.6 56.2 89.6 77.8
ResNet38 [70] WResNet-38 78.4 59.1 90.9 78.1
PADNet [72] D-ResNet-101 80.3 58.8 90.8 78.5
CFNet [80] D-ResNet-101 79.6 - - -

Auto-DeepLab [43] - 80.4 - - -

DenseASPP [82] WDenseNet-161 80.6 59.1 90.9 78.1
CCNet [27] D-ResNet-101 81.4 - - -

DANet [24] D-ResNet-101 81.5 - - -

HRNet [68] HRNetV2-W48 81.6 61.8 92.1 82.2
HRNet + OCR [78] HRNetV2-W48 81.9 62.0 92.0 82.5

OVeNet (HRNet + OCR) HRNetV2-W48 82.4 61.6 91.9 82.2

discontinuities in the pink frame, but it also predicts a bet-

ter representation of the bicycle’s shape. As far as the last

two examples are concerned, our model shrinks the false

predictions of HRNet on sidewalk, pole and bus segments

resulting in a superior prediction compared to the HRNet

baseline. To sum up, OVeNet surpasses the performance of

HRNet.

ACDC. We also outperform initial HRNet and prior SOTA

methods under similar training time. Table 4 compares our

approach with SOTA models not only on all methods but

also on different conditions of the ACDC test set. OVeNet

improves the initial HRNet model by 2.5% mIoU in ºAllº

conditions. Additionally, we can observe from the per class

results shown on Table 3 on different conditions, that our

approach outperforms HRNet in the vast majority of classes

as well as in the total mIoU score. Specifically, in foggy

images, small-instance classes like person, rider and bicycle

perform poorly because of contrast reduction and resolution

issues due to distant instances. There is also a huge perfor-

mance boost of approximately 10% and 15% on the ºbusº

and ºtruckº class respectively. Moreover, it is more difficult

to separate classes at night that are often dark or poorly lit,

such as buildings, vegetation, traffic signs, and the sky. This

behaviour is observed also in offset vector performance as

they have small values when the visibility is limited. Lastly,

during night and snow conditions, road and sidewalk perfor-

mance is at its lowest, which can be attributed to misunder-

standing between the two classes as a result of their similar

look. As for val set results, HRNet achieves 75.5% mIoU

while our OVeNet surpasses it reaching 75.9% mIoU.

Qualitative results on ACDC support the above findings,

as shown in Fig. 4. To be more specific, in the first column,



Figure 3. Qualitative results of selected examples on Cityscapes.From left to right: RGB Input Image, GT, CCNet [27], DANet [24],

HRNet [68], OVeNet. Best viewed on a screen and zoomed in.

Table 2. Per Class Results on Cityscapes test set
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HRNet [68] 98.73 87.49 93.65 56.48 61.57 71.57 78.76 81.81 93.99 74.11 95.68 87.95 73.72 96.35 69.94 82.52 76.93 70.88 78.02 80.40
OVeNet 98.74 87.41 93.79 61.65 64.00 71.35 78.98 81.65 94.00 73.42 95.81 87.99 74.36 96.42 74.76 87.70 82.83 71.77 77.86 81.82

HRNet + OCR 98.77 87.85 93.72 57.75 63.92 71.74 78.56 81.77 94.06 73.69 95.68 88.04 74.64 96.46 76.40 88.78 84.63 71.79 78.63 81.90
OVeNet (HRNet + OCR) 98.79 87.47 93.86 62.97 64.41 70.80 78.45 81.13 93.99 73.31 95.72 88.08 74.90 96.47 76.95 89.95 88.48 71.87 78.43 82.42

Figure 4. Qualitative results of selected examples on ACDC.

From top to bottom: RGB, GT, HRNet [68], OVeNet. Best viewed

on a screen and zoomed in.

we can underline that our model tries to enlarge correctly

the sidewalk segments in both red and green frames and

reduces the erroneous terrain segment predicted by HRNet.

As far as the second example is concerned, HRNet classifies

incorrectly the sign of the house as traffic sign (red frame).

On the contrary, our model corrects not only this mistake,

but also a discontinuity occurring in the yellow frame. Last

but not least, regarding the last set of materials, our offset

vector-based model eliminates correctly the sidewalk area

(red frame), which does not exist in the ground truth.

ADE20K. We also achieve far better results than HRNet

[68] under similar training time. HRNet achieves 44.6%
mIoU, 80.7% PixelAcc and 58.2% MeanAcc while OVeNet

surpasses it, reaching 45.3% mIoU, 81.3% PixelAcc and

58.7% MeanAcc.

Qualitative results on ADE20K support the above find-

ings, as shown in Fig. 5. To be more specific, in the first

column, we can underline that our model tries to enlarge

correctly the wall and carpet segments (blue and yellow

frames). Regarding the second example, our model corrects

HRNet’s false prediction on the sign but also a discontinuity

occurring in the road. Regarding the last example, although

our offset vector-based model has some false prediction in

the bridge segment (yellow frame), it corrects many erro-

neously classified pixels leading to a better total prediction.

4.3. Ablation study

In order to experimentally confirm our design choices

for the offset vector-based model, we performed an abla-

tion study, as shown in Table 5. We trained and evaluated 7

different variants on Cityscapes. The performance of each

model variation in relation to the ground-truth images was

calculated by means of the mIoU. At first, we initialized

both heads of the network with the pre-trained Imagenet

weights and set the offset vector length equal to 0.5. Sec-

ondly, we froze both main body’s and initial head’s weights.

The frozen part of our model was initialized with the cor-

responding Cityscapes final pre-trained weights. The only

part trained was the second head, which was initialized with

pre-trained ImageNet weights. As shown in Table 5, al-

though the performance of our model is higher than the ini-



Table 3. Per Class Results on ACDC test set. OVeNet is built on HRNet.
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mIoU

Fog
HRNet 95.3 81.1 89.7 54.2 48.1 60.3 76.2 76.0 89.1 78.1 98.3 58.8 60.1 83.3 50.5 47.9 86.4 49.8 36.3 69.3
OVeNet 95.7 82.1 90.6 55.5 50.4 63.9 79.3 78.2 89.6 78.8 98.4 56.5 63.8 85.7 60.3 63.8 85.5 52.7 39.4 72.1

Night
HRNet 95.4 78.1 86.8 46.5 41.6 59.1 65.8 65.2 77.2 42.0 86.2 66.2 40.1 80.5 16.6 31.0 86.2 37.1 49.2 60.6
OVeNet 95.6 79.4 87.4 48.5 42.3 61.1 68.2 69.9 78.1 43.8 86.4 68.6 44.4 82.0 10.9 44.3 87.3 43.3 51.3 62.8

Rain
HRNet 95.7 83.9 93.6 60.2 62.7 70.1 80.9 79.7 94.4 51.9 98.7 72.4 18.7 92.5 67.0 85.3 87.3 50.9 66.4 74.5
OVeNet 96.4 86.5 94.3 65.2 64.6 72.6 83.6 82.2 94.6 54.3 98.7 76.4 21.8 93.4 75.7 88.9 89.1 50.9 66.4 76.6

Snow
HRNet 95.0 79.6 91.4 49.6 58.2 69.7 86.6 78.6 92.9 59.4 97.9 77.2 24.5 91.7 53.4 56.2 90.1 39.8 66.8 71.5
OVeNet 95.7 81.9 92.4 55.3 59.8 71.9 88.1 80.5 93.4 60.7 98.0 79.8 25.7 92.7 59.6 65.4 91.6 45.2 70.3 74.1

All
HRNet 95.3 80.3 90.5 52.0 53.1 65.1 78.2 74.2 89.2 68.4 96.7 70.6 36.1 88.2 55.9 54.3 88.0 43.8 58.9 70.5
OVeNet 95.8 82.1 91.3 55.8 54.6 67.6 80.5 77.3 89.7 69.5 96.8 73.4 39.1 89.5 61.9 65.0 89.4 47.2 60.6 73.0

Figure 5. Qualitative results of selected examples on ADE20K.

Up to down: RGB, GT, HRNet [68], OVeNet. Best viewed on a

screen and zoomed in.

tial single-head model’s one, it still remains lower than the

case where both heads are trained simultaneously. Then, we

deactivated the ºFrozenº feature and changed the offset vec-

tor’s length logarithmically, setting it either to 1 or 0.2. We

observed that in both cases the performance is lower than

that for 0.5. This is due to the fact that larger offset vectors

point to more distant objects that may affect erroneously

the final prediction, while smaller vectors do not exploit

too much information from neighboring classes. Further-

more, we deactivated the OHEM Cross Entropy Loss and

enabled the simple Cross Entropy Loss. As expected, the

performance of the model was lower. OHEM penalizes high

loss values more and leads to a better training of the model.

Lastly, HRNet [68] consists of 4 stages. In all the previ-

ous cases, branch occurred in the last (4th) stage so as not

to overload the new network with many extra parameters.

When branching in the 3rd stage, the performance did not

Table 4. Comparison of the models on different conditions of

ACDC.

Method Fog Night Rain Snow All

RefineNet [39] 65.7 55.5 68.7 65.9 65.3
DeepLabv2 [14] 54.5 45.3 59.3 57.1 55.3
DeepLabv3+ [17] 69.1 60.9 74.1 69.6 70.0
HRNet [68] 69.3 60.6 74.5 71.5 70.5

OVeNet 72.1 62.8 76.6 74.1 73.0

Table 5. Ablation study of components of our method. ªFrº:

Frozen main body’s and initial head’s weights initialized with HR-

Net’s final Cityscapes weights, ªBrº: Branch, ªτ º: Offset Vector

Length, ªOHEMº: OHEM Cross Entropy.

Fr Br τ OHEM mIoU

✓ 81.83
4 0.5 ✓ 82.40

✓ 4 0.5 ✓ 82.01
4 1 ✓ 81.79
4 0.2 ✓ 82.30
4 0.2 81.96
3 0.2 ✓ 82.20

improve.

5. Conclusion

All in all, we have presented OVeNet, a supervised

model for semantic segmentation, which selectively ex-

ploits information from neighboring pixels to improve ini-

tial semantic predictions. OVeNet excels both in global and

per-class performance across most classes on three widely

used semantic segmentation benchmarks. By correcting

misclassified pixels, it reduces discontinuities and improves

the shapes of segments, leading to more realistic results.

This is a highly relevant contribution for real-world appli-

cations that depend on semantic segmentation, such as au-

tonomous cars or medical imaging and diagnostics.
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